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Harry Reid Center eNews Fall 2011

Seduction of the Innocent: An Exploration of Banned Comic Books
In this exhibition you’ll take a journey through censorship with comic
books, reproduced covers and original art from sequential art titles
that have been spurned by libraries, communities and, yes, the oncemighty Comics Code Authority. On display September 30 - October
29.
Tales from Fremont Street Comic Book Anthology
November 2 - December 3, 2011 view original art, conceptual
drawings and scripts from the locally produced noir comic book
anthology "Tales from Fremont Street". Viewers will get a glimpse
behind the process that goes into creating illustrated fiction.
We Will Survive exhibition and benefit auction
This Fall, the UNLV Barrick Museum asserts its determination to
remain a leading part of the Las Vegas community with an exhibition
titled “We Will Survive”. The exhibition will run September 23rd to
November 9th and will consist entirely of works by local artists
donated to the Museum. On November 9th we will hold a closing
reception and silent auction, with bidding on all the work included in
the exhibition. Proceeds will directly support the Museum.
Let Them Eat Cake exhibition
Celebrate the most deliciously sponge-like of treats with an
exhibition of artwork depicting and inspired by... cake! Opening on
the anniversary of cake advocate and French monarch Marie
Antoinette’s beheading, Let Them Eat Cake offers Las Vegas artists’
many-layered look at the popular dessert item. An opening reception
will be held on Sunday, October 16th, from 6 to 8 pm. Cake and milk
will be served, of course.

NEW FACES
Danny Lowe joined the HRC from the UNLV Engineering College to
assist Paul Seidler in getting the Accelerator Program up and
running. Danny has received an NSTec Task collaborating with
Robert O’Brien of COE entitled Performing Modeling and
Calculations in Support of DPF Systems, and is anticipating another
Task to be set-up in August.
Ross Bryant comes from the Institute for Security Studies, but will
joining the HRC staff September 19 to further develop a program for
homeland security initiatives. Ross is an accomplished trainer,
project manager, and curriculum developer, He has built and
delivered numerous quality training programs and has been
recognized by the Department of Homeland Security for his soft
target security curriculum development. Ross is also a retired U.S.
Army Major.

